Introduction
Recently, the spoiler has been applied into the small and medium sized vessels to improve ships' dynamic performance at high speeds as a appendage [1] [2] . The shape of the spoiler is similar with the vertical tailgate. The experiments from F. Stern et al. [3] show that the resistances were reduced by installing spoilers and it's more convenient to install and adjust the wave-controlled tail plate and wedge tail plate. The spoilers are classified into a constant-height fixed type and a changeable-height adjustable. The the spoilers are equipped using continuous or discontinuous method along the transverse direction of the ship, with the ship beam in width and one thousandth of the ship length in height. Therefore, the load condition and the trim of the ship are influenced greatly [4] by the arrangement of the spoilers Study on mechanisms for resistance reduction of the spoiler have been investigated numerously by the a lot of researchers. For small and medium sized high speed ship with the spoilers, wave resistance is reduced by improving wake at aft and increase the virtual length of the tail, and viscous pressure resistance and reduce friction resistance are decreased due to the increase of the lift and the moment of trim by head. Furthermore propulsion performance and navigation state are also improved and improve [5] [6] [7] .
However, the resistance reduction just induced by the lift and trim moment has not yet been investigated clearly. . Therefore, in the paper a simplified two-dimensional ship model was firstly built to analyze the variations of total resistance, lift and trim moment with calculation conditions including the spoiler, height, the speed and daft of the ship based on the viscous theory using Fluent. Secondly, a three-dimensional model of the high-speed square tail ship with and without a spoiler was simulated numerically under the same condition as that in two-dimensional model. In addition, the modifications of the floating condition on the variation of the lift and trim moment were carried out to compare the resistance between consideration and non-consideration of the floating condition change. Finally, compared the simulation results from the three-dimension model without the spoiler, the effect of trim moment on resistance reduction was analyzed. the trim angle without spoilers and analyze the impact of ship resistance varies the trim moment with spoilers .
Analysis on the mechanism for resistance reduction using two-dimensional model
A two-dimensional model of flat-bottom hull was developed into numerical simulation to investigate the mechanism for resistance reduction of the spoiler. It was assumed that the velocity attenuation of the 5th International Conference on Information Engineering for Mechanics and Materials (ICIMM 2015) fluid caused by the transverse motion of the ship and the influence of interference between t the spoilers and the hull caused by the difference of the ship-lines. The calculation model shown in Fig. 1 was simulated under the different calculation condition with respects to the height of spoiler, the speed and the draft of the ship. The table 1 shows the simulation results in the cases of the spoilers in height of 0mm, 4mm, 40mm, 400mm at the speed of 4.88m/s, the draft of 0.25m, respectively. The calculation conditions of the spoiler height respect ,1/1000, 1/100, 1/10 of the ship length and no spoilers, respectively. From the 1, it was found that the height of the spoilers influenced considerably on the total resistance and the lift for two-dimensional ship model. The total resistance increases sharply with the increase of the spoiler height while plate resistance of spoilers decreases. According to the variation of the ratio of the total resistance to the lift with the height of the spoiler, the minimum values about the ratio was suggested to be found under the condition of the spoiler height from between 4mm and 40mm of the spoiler height (1/100 to 1/1000 of the ship length). The table 2 shows the simulation results in the cases of the ship speed of 3.25m/s、4.88m/s、 6.50m/s、8.13m/s、9.75m/s when the height of the spoilers is 4mm and the draft is 0.25m, respectively.
In table 2, the plate resistance and the spoiler resistance increased with the increase of the ship speed. The reason can be that the stress upon the bottom of the ship become small induced by the quick reparation of the water with large kinetic energy from the bottom of the ship quickly. the plate lift And decreased gradually as the speed was increasing induced by the decrease of the lift. Additionally, the proportion of the spoiler resistance in total resistance reduce. The obstruction effect of the spoilers was considered to be small at relatively high speed for the two-dimensional ship. and meanwhile the ratio of resistance and the lift increases caused by the speed increasing, for velocity increases and resistance increases while the lift decreases.
In table 3, describes simulation results in the cases of the draft of 0.25m (regular draft), 0.225 (1/10 reduction on the draft) 8, 0.2m (2/10 reduction on the draft), 0.175m (3/10 reduction on the draft) , when the height of the spoilers is 4mm and the speed is 4.88m/s, respectively. From the table 3 the plate resistance, the spoiler resistance and the lift decreased with the reduction of the draft. In the two-dimensional model, the wetted surface area is only related to the length of the plate and the height of the spoilers. Although the draft varies, the the wetted surface area was not changed. Therefore, it is concluded that the decrease of the draft changed the flowing field under the ship so that the viscous pressure resistance decreased. And the plate lift decreased with draft decreasing.
Based on results mentioned above in two-dimensional model with the spoilers, it was found that the viscous pressure resistance was reduced due to rising the ship and reduce the increase of the lift. Furthermore a trim by head moment generated by and the increase of the lift and the resistance of the spoiler can counteract the trim by stern of the ship at high speed and so as to improve the navigation as well as reduce the resistance.
Analysis on the mechanism for resistance reduction using three-dimensional model
Based on the two-dimensional ship model, a three-dimensional model was built to analyze the mechanism for resistance reduction deeply. The calculation model was set to be a high-speed square tail vessel with 49.7m in length, 9.10m in breadth. Additionally, the spoiler length is 4m and the draft is 0.25m. table 4 shows numerical analysis on the total resistance, the lift and total trimming moment with and without a 20 mm high spoiler at the speed of 20 kn, 30 kn, 40 kn, 50 kn, 60 kn, respectively.
In table 4, the total resistance of the ship with a spoiler was less than that with no spoiler at the speed of 40 kn. it proved that the spoiler has a positive effect on the ship resistance reduction; the flow separation became dramatic and the life decreases and the trim moment increased with the rise of speed. 14987.9 9628.1 Note: HTR is short for hull total resistance; TLF is short for total lift force; TTM is short for total trimming moment; NS is short for no spoiler; S is short for spoiler .
When the ship is navigating on the sea , fluid flows around the ship leads to the pressure change of bottom and thus causes an unbalanced load on ship, so as to produce the ship heave and the change of the trim, the vertical load and total moment on the ship. Based on the analysis on resistance reduction in the 2D model, the main role of the spoiler is to increase flat lift and generate the trim by head moment. Consequently, it is necessary to consider the effect of the ship heave and trim on the ship resistance.
Assuming that the rotation center of gravity was the center of gravity to a ship, the procedures of modifications of the ship heave and the trim are as follows :
a. Divide the ship into a number of zones, and then perform an upright condition of the ship using FLUENT. the force in different area of the ship surface, and the relative moment to the center of gravity were recorded until the results of the calculations were converged.
b. According to the results in (a),the force and the moment of a ship were calculated under upright condition, and then the heave and trim were worked out to balance the force and the moment of the ship. c. the grid division was carried out again and repeat the steps (a) and (b)until difference of calculated results was small, and then the modification was finished.
Considering that the size of the spoiler was further smaller than the ship, it's difficult to divide the grid. Therefore we just made the modification on the heave in terms of the lift force.
Through the numerical simulation under upright condition, it can be obtained that the life of the ship with and without the spoiler are presented to be ' s f and s f , respectively. Then we can calculate ' s s f f f ∆ = − , using HYDROMAX to under the different displacements and the different drafts, respectively. Next, f ∆ was used to build an equation and to obtain the correct waterline position. From the simulation results in 4, it is found that the effect of spoiler was not too obvious at low speed, , and the change of the ratio of the lift to the total resistance was small although the height of the spoiler was changed; at high speed, the ratio of the ship with the spoiler was smaller than that without the spoiler.Next,HYDROMAX was applied to modifying floating conditions to get the new floating condition as shown in table5. As shown in the table 6, the viscous pressure resistance was reduced due to the decrease of the wetted surface area and draft and the resistances of the ship with a 20 mm high spoiler became small after the modification of the lift.At the 20 kn speed, the change of the resistance is small because the lifting height of the ship after modified is small while the change of the resistance is great at the 60kn speed. The modified total resistance decreased 3.19% of that on the normal navigation with a 20mm high spoiler. Furthermore, it was found that the resistance reduction of the ship with the spoiler can reach to 2.50% compared to the ship without the spoilers after the lifting force has been corrected.
From a comparison between 4 and 6, , the rate and the speed range of the resistance reduction in 4 increased with the spoiler. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the effect of the lift change on the resistance reduction of the ship with the spoiler.
As shown in 4, the trimming by the stern was intensified with the increasing of speed. Furthermore, the trimming by the stern was attenuated due to the increase of the head trim moment produced by the spoiler. Figure 2 shows that the numerical simulation about changes of angle of trimming of the ship without spoiler at the velocity of 40kn. Fig. 2 , the resistance of ship varied with of angle of trimming in the ship. In a certain range, the resistance of the ship decreases with the increasing of angle of trimming. It agrees with the fact that appropriate trimming by stern could reduce the resistance of the high-speed ships. However, the resistance of the ship increases dramatically when angle of trimming is beyond the critical value. Therefore, it is concluded that the trimming by stern play a positive role on resistance reduction of the ships to some extent, but if the trimming by stern is over-sized, it would lead to the increase of the resistance and decrease the working efficiency of the propeller so as to make seaworthiness worse.
The trimming by the stern is produced inevitably on navigation for the high-speed ships, and heightens s dramatically with the increase of the speed. The stern trimming of the ship can be offset by the head trimming produced by the spoiler. The spoiler makes contributions to the resistance reduction of the ship in the case of high speed.
Conclusion
In this paper, the conclusions based on the research of the lifting force and moment to trim were shown as follows:
1) The lift was increased by the spoiler of the ship, and the rate of resistance-reduction reach to 2.50% after the modifications of the floating condition. Furthermore, the velocity range of the resistance reduction also was changed accordingly. Therefore, it's necessary to consider the change of the flotation condition in order to study the mechanism for resistance reduction of the spoiler.
2) Ship resistance was closely related to the angle of trimming; the ship resistance was increased exponentially by the excessive trimming by the stern. A big moment of head trimming induced by the ship spoiler decreased the trimming by the stern. In a certain range, the spoiler played a positive role on the resistance reduction of the ship.
In the paper, some assumptions on the modification of the floating conditions were made to investigate the mechanism for the resistance reduction of the spoiler. On the other hand, the numerical simulations were not carried out for the ship with the spoiler in the case of trimming moment due to the restriction of computers, operation ability. These reasons induced the slight difference of the resistance reduction between the numerical analysis and the real results. In the future, the changes of the heaving and trimming of the ship are necessary to be considered to improve the precision of calculation.
